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Introduction

This presentation will sit somewhere between a paper and a sharing of the results of 
preliminary research for an artistic project. Eventually we hope that the artistic research will 
culminate in an immersive interactive installation, one that will provoke sensate responses 
that resonate with those we explored during our Sensewalking activities. As such we are 
using the practices of Sensewalking as an artistic technique. 

During our research we have found ourselves confronting many issues in our attempts to 
articulate traces of the experiences gleaned from the process of Sensewalking. These 
include issues concerning authenticity, the nature of  perception and the nature of 
consciousness, as well as more pragmatic issues associated with the processing of the 
records of the Sensewalks.  The former, we believe, are confronted by other researchers 
who use Sensewalking as a research methodology. The latter might have value in resolving 
some of the problems we all face in collecting and archiving responses to Sensewalks.   

Any attempt to articulate sensory experience raises questions concerning authenticity in the 
documentation of  an experience. The question must be addressed as to what the function of 
such documentation is, and conclusions about authenticity made on that basis. As any 
experiential event is a complex multiplicity of smaller events and sensory experiences, it is 
not possible to re-present it in it entirety. Artists and researchers, far from attempting to 
faithfully reconstruct a sensewalk extract pertinent features from that complex multiplicity in 
accord with their intentional perspective, whether empirical, theoretical or artistic1. For the 
artist, or the documenter of artistic events, it is also necessary to ask whether even a 
focused experience can be captured satisfactorily, and reproduced as visual or audio 
output? A similar debate has been engaged with in dance and performance studies with 
respect to the documentation of a live performance. It has long been accepted that the way 
of knowing live performances is through embodied knowledge, through the very liveness of 
both performers and audience in the performative interchange, and that any attempt to 
document, or translate these knowledges into another form, necessarily alters them (Phelan, 
1993; Kaye, 1994). Indeed, Patrice Pavis goes so far as to say that documenting a 
performance “makes the very object supposed to be re-presented, disappear” (Pavis, 1982 



p.129). Auslander similarly argues that “… once live performance succumbs to 
mediatization, it loses its ontological integrity.” (1997 P.N)  The same can be said of any 
Sensewalk.  Simply substituting ‘sensewalk’ for ‘performance’ in the following discussion 
makes this evident. Any documentation of a Sensewalk is “no more than a fragmentary, 
petrified vestige of a lively process that took place at a different time in a different 
place” (Herbert Molderings, 1984 p.172-173).  Further, it captures only one aspect of the 
multimodal perception of the experience, whether it be visual,  aural olfactory or haptic.  As 
such it is necessarily a partial record, “a spur to memory, an encouragement of memory to 
become present” (Phelan, 1993 p.146), rather than a representation. In the case of  our 
Sensewalking, rather than being a spur to memory, it is a spur to evoking similar 
physiological responses to those to which the experience of the walk gave rise. 

As artists, we take the position that the impossibility of recording experience is something 
that should be acknowledged as a given, and not as something to be worried over or 
overcome. Questions concerning the relationship of documentation to the notion of 
authenticity are a central issue in the context of  our research, and have given rise to many of 
the questions asked or issues raised below. 

We will not be debating these issues further here, they will be discussed in a published 
paper. Instead we will focus on presenting the strategies we have used for recording the 
experiences involved in Sensewalking and processing the outcomes of  those recordings. 
We hope that our consideration of these might prove to have some value beyond the artistic.

Focus of the Sensewalking

In contrast to more academic researchers, our focus is on the sensory experiences that the 
walking process elicits - for their own sake, not for their instrumental value. It is also on 
generating visual and aural traces of those experiences that will provoke similar experiential/
physiological responses. 

This requires that we adopt a more expansive concept of  consciousness than the 
conventional notion  that consciousness entails a conscious self-awareness. 

Neuroscientists such as Gerald Edelman (2000) and Antonio Damasio, (1994, 1999, 2004) 
argue that we have multiple levels of consciousness. This we take as an underlying principle 
in our work. They include as the deepest level of consciousness the autonomous 
physiological responses that we experience as part of  our physiological responses to our 
environment (the latter includes artistic imagery.  This is never part of  our conscious 
awareness. The next level constitutes the body states that emerge  through interaction with 
the environment (‘core’ consciousness), and then secondary physiological responses that 
are affected by our personal experiential and cultural histories. The fact that the se modes of 
consciousness are not overtly accessible to reflective consciousness does not negate their 
role in our sense of the world within which we live. Indeed, Edelman notes that 



Thought is a conscious process underlaid by a 
deep structure of  necessary non-conscious 
mechanisms, including nonrepresentational 
memory (feelings) …  

and that these

…are fundamental both to the origins of and 
appetite for conscious thought”     (Edelman, 2000, 
p. 218)

Our focus is thus on devising strategies or techniques  that will enable us to present 
residues, or traces of the, often non-consious, sensory experiences of  our Sensewalks in 
such a way that something of  the sensory texture of the experience might be elicited in those 
who engage with the work. in other words, finding ways of articulating the experiential. 

Whether this is possible in its strictest sense is not our concern, for we accept that a 
perceptual experience cannot be accurately reconstructed, if only because perceptual 
experience is not isolated to individual senses, but is a dynamic process comprising the 
interweaving of several perceptual systems (Gibson 1966; Rodaway, 1994). We also take on 
board the claim made by scientists such as Gemma Calvert, Charles Spence and Robin 
Driver that,

 “…even those experiences that at first may appear 
to be modality specific are most likely to have been 
in f l uenced by ac t i v i t y i n o the r sensory 
modalities” (Calvert. Spence  and Driver 2004 p. xi)

Our belief  is, however, that carefully composed visual and/or aural imagery drawn from the 
event that gave rise to the experience can be used to set up a perceptual environment 
through which some shared qualities of  the initial experience can be evoked. Calvert, 
Spencer and Driver note that  

“…our senses are designed to function in concert 
and our brains … organized to use the information 
they derive from their various sensory channels 
cooperatively in order to enhance the probability 
that objects and events will be detected rapidly, 
identified correctly, and responded to….” (ibid.) 

If this is the case with ‘real’ experiences, we asked ourselves … could not the artist re-
present their experience of  an event in such a way that a neuronal emulation of the 
perceptual experience is initiated?

Although intuitive in its genesis, our belief  is supported by current scientific research, which 
indicates that certain neuronal processes can emulate embodied knowledge of an 
experience when a representation of  it is perceived. For example, neuroscientist  Semir Zeki 



suggests that “through its stored memory of  similar past events the brain can recognise in a 
painting the ideal representation of many situations”  (Zeki 1998, p.10) Thus associations 
with, or memories of, similar environments could serve to generate a sensory response to a 
visual or auditory stimulus. V.S. Ramachanrdan (Ramachandran and Herstein, 1999), 
extrapolating from his scientific experiments into object recognition propose that 

“What the artist tries to do (either consciously or 
unconsciously) is … to amplify [the ‘essence’ of the 
source object] in order to more powerfully activate 
the same neural mechanisms that would be 
activated by the original object” (p.16)

 Vittorio Gallese and his colleagues 1996-20092  claim that images, particularly those 
representing familiar situations of which the viewer has an embodied experience, can initiate 
neurological or physiological activity similar to that initiated in response to the original 
stimulus. Gallese and art historian David Freedberg (2007) have extended this to include the 
notion that even still life paintings can engender an embodied simulation. 

“the perception of the objects leads to the activation 
of motor regions of the brain that control our 
interactions with the same objects …. Th[e] 
mechanism of motor simulation, coupled with the 
emotional resonance it triggers … is likely to be a 
crucial component of the esthetic experience of 
objects in art works: even a still-life can be  
‘animated’ by the embodied simulation it evokes in 
the observer’s brain..” (Gallese and Freedberg, 
2007, p.201)

Although the Ramachandran/Herstein and Zeki claims have been questioned they do 
resonate with artists’ experiences.  

So - with these notions present in the back of our minds we have been devising recording 
and processing techniques that will allow  us to create imagery that can initiate a similar 
range of experiences to those that we experienced at a subliminal (that is sensory) level on 
a sensewalk. 

Strategies for generating sensewalks.

The starting point for our methodology for developing our artistic strategies was pragmatic, 

and has its history in the practice of psychogeography. Guy Debord (1955) notes that “…
transposing maps of  two different regions, can contribute to … complete insubordination of 

habitual influences.” (This can apply equally to drawing a simple shape on a map.) 
With this in mind, we drew  a circle on a map of London in order to subvert our habitual 
modes of perception when travelling in the city 



 Fig. 1

The notion of mapping pre-existent maps with formal figures has long been employed by 
artists as the scores for their art works. Deleuze called this kind of practice ‘cartography-
art’ (Deleuze 1998). Practitioner Richard Long argues that in his case its outcomes sit 
somewhere between “the rich territory between the making of 'monuments' and 'leaving only 
footprints'” (Long 2000). This a notion particularly resonant with the theme of our paper 
which addresses attempts to preserve in audiovisual and textual imagery the ephemeral 

traces of  experience that our walking elicits. Significantly Long notes that “Each walk 
followed [his] own unique, formal route, … [and] realised a particular idea.” Long (2000) [my 
emphasis]. He goes on to note that he  records and describes these walks “ using whichever 

form is the most appropriate for each different idea.” (ibid.) 

Our circle started at Alan’s home in Vauxhall. In order to provide a variation in the 
environment for the sensory systems, it was specified that the circle took in at least one 
parkland area.  This specification determined the diameter of  the circle, and meant that it 
also took in part of the south bank of  the Thames.  We then tracked the urban detail of that 
formal circle on a regular map, following the twists and turns of the roads, lanes, and alleys 
that followed its route.(Fig.2.)

 Fig.2



This was suffused with the previous history of the area, embodied both in the street layout 
and the architecture we passed as we walked, and in cartographic representations that we 
were acquainted with. (Fig.4.)  

Fig.3 

Finally we transposed Fig. 2 into verbal instructions– thus creating a text score that could be 
used later3.  

(Fig. 4.overleaf) 



Fig.4

The Practice

Following the map we walked the urban circular path several times clockwise and anti-
clockwise, in full or in part, attending to different aspects of our sensory experience and 
mode of  attention as we walked (see below).  We simultaneously generated GPS data of our 
route.

Subsequently the map in Figure 2 was transposed onto a rural environment maintaining the 
reorientations of  direction required by the features of the urban environment. We then 
transposed this map onto a rural environment, using Fig.2 as our instructions for that 
Sensewalk. As can be seen (fig. 4) this deviated from the route of the London Walk.



 Fig. 5.

GPS track of walk using Fig. 2 map (Wimbledon Common)

The text score (fig.4) was used as our instructions for a further rural walk. 

These mapping strategies generated two kinds of traces: 

The first is the map as static diagram of the route of the walks; this emphasises the 
spatiality of the path through the environment; (Fig. 2. Fig. 4)

The second form (not shown here) is a potentially kinetic mapping of the spatio-
temporal act of walking that path. This can be articulated kinetically on a spatial map 
using data derived from GPS systems.

Both of these forms have been used in artistic works (Richard Long: Simon Whitehead) with 
the cartography augmented by the embodied realisation of  the track  “… as if the real path 
were intertwined with the virtual paths that give it new courses or trajectories.” (Deleuze, 
1998: 66-67). Through this the distances of the ‘real map’ (the circle) are transposed by the 

virtual ‘paths’ into corporeal experience …. the somato-sensory, spatio-temporal experience 

particular to the walker. 

Artistic Research

Our artistic research started by taking our scores of the walks and, through a careful choice 
of the mode of perceptual attention we brought to bear on each walk, eliciting a variety of 
perceptual experiences from them. 

Modes of Attention

In total we have each walked the urban and rural pathways several approximately 10 times, 
focussing on particular modes of  perception/attention and/or modes of recording the 
perceptual experience each time. 



On different walks we have: 

· prioritised the aural sense, by directing our sensory attention on a walk primarily to 
aural phenomena; 

· problematised the supposedly ‘distancing’ effect of the visual sense by directing our 
visual attention to the ground that we were walking on, looking only at the ground  in 
order to limit the visual field.4  

In line with the theorists noted above we acknowledge that individual sensory experiences 
(visual and aural) are not isolated experiences, but comprise a complex interweaving of 
several parallel sensory systems, and that they are affected by other factors, including 
cultural, social and personal experiential histories.  However, following Sayles, Spence and 
Driver, in each walk we operated on the principle that focussing attention on an individual 
sense – vision, hearing, olfactory, haptic – could intensify the detail of  the perceptual 
experience of  that particular walk.  We also found ourselves investigating the claim that the 
mode of attention used for a walk modulates the composite perceptual experience, as the 
dominant mode of  attention can affect the detail of that experience (Spence/Driver 2004; 
Sayles, 2005).  

Recording the experience  

The modes of attention chosen gave rise to different forms of  data from the various 
recordings we made of visual or aural perceptions.

We experimented with different modes of recording experience, visual, aural, GPS 
(kinetic), and textual. 

We 

! used different kinds of microphone to record the aural environment we were moving 
within. 

! photographed the details we were directing our visual attention to. 
! used GPS tracking to record the spatial AND temporal features of the walks. 
! wrote down the impressions that we experienced during the course of a walk – in 

situ, that is as the walk progressed, on some walks, and retrospectively in others .

We also used different recording strategies to modify our habitual attitudes to the recording 
process itself. For example, instead of always recording the walk in a linear fashion from 
start to finish, we used ‘sampling’ strategies5 (with the exception of the GPS recording which 
was constant – as far as the environment would allow). Short periods of time (between 5 and 
60 seconds) were recorded sonically (or a photograph taken) according to given parameters. 

!  using a preset time or distance parameter, e.g. 1 minute or 100 paces 
!  any turn in the pathway designated by the map 



! the moment that a sound or object caught our attention 

This second set of  recordings were used as another way of redirecting attention to the sonic, 
and to an extent visual, environment as, through concentrating on particular slices of  time 
we aimed to disrupt the conventional linear nature of recording sonic environment.

Processing the data

Finally we began to attend to the processing of these materials; that is, using various 
electronic strategies to transform the source material (sonic and visual). From this we hoped 
that a perceptual process would be initiated which gave rise to sensory experiences which 
resonated with our original experiences.  

Again we recognised that we could not recreate that experience, even in ourselves, in part 
because so much if  that experience was embodied, and thus lay beneath the level of  our 
reflective consciousness.  Nevertheless, as artists we enhanced features from the material, 
using our understanding of the remembered nuances of  the sensory experience to generate 
materials that resonated with our affective (deeper physiological) responses. 

The notion that these generated images might be a fiction, or at the very least an impression 
rather than replication, does not escape us, however as artists this is one of the principles 
that underpin the artistic processes we use when transforming everyday materials. 

In pursuit of  our goal of creating sensorially resonant material we experimented with different 
ways of provoking similarly embodied, or sensory experiences.  Rather than trying to re-
present the experience, we consider that we were setting up what one might call ‘experience 
triggers’…ones that would set both the associative and sensorimotor parts of  our 
consciousness in motion, and hopefully would do the same for others.

We will now  show  some of  the images that resulted from these procedures.  We include the 
original still images or raw  visual/sonic material collected during the walk, and the processed 
materials, which enhance the sensory possibilities of those images. 

Visual: 

Perceptual attention 

In order to reconfigure habitual attitudes to the visual sense, rather than looking out, or 
around, from eye level many walks were undertaken with the eyes firmly focussed on the 
ground being covered by the walk. This shifted the conventional mode of visual attention 
used when walking and limited the visual field, thus changing its scale.

Recording strategies

Close up photographs of this limited visual domain were taken as a record of the walk. 



   

   

                        Fig. 6

For a fuller version of the progression of images click here

These are unprocessed as images but are presented in temporal progression. The shifts in 
the environment are indicated by detail, colour, and to an extent by the textural detail of the 
surfaces being walked over or seen in close proximity. 
Viewing the still images, especially progressively as a ‘slideshow’ could provoke a haptic 
impression of the sensory texture of the environment ….  if the viewer is familiar with such 
an environment. However, it does not necessarily elicit an enhanced embodied experience.  
We therefore moved on to using the software Isadora to process the series of photographs. 

Processing Strategies (Visual)

We processed the imagery in the Isadora software package6. This form of  processing uses 
motion as a factor in the processing procedures. This gives the viewer access to the 
progression of the walk in such a way that both its kinetic and sensory texture is revealed.

 

http://www.theartofwalking.org/The_Art_of_Walking/Figure6.html
http://www.theartofwalking.org/The_Art_of_Walking/Figure6.html


Fig.7
(To view version processed in Isadora, click here )

In this Isadora movie an attempt has been made to provoke a sensory experience from the 
still images - using motion and shifts of directional focus to accentuate the perceptual and 
haptic elements of  the experience. Thus when a closer attention to the imagery was recalled 
the image zooms in, when a change of direction or focus is recalled the motion applied to 
the image changes ‘direction’ visually. Zeki (1994) and other scientists argue that the use of 
motion enhances physiological responses to imagery, we would suggest that it particularly 
enhances the kinaesthetic/haptic response to the environment. 

We also experimented with processing the GPS data gathered on the walk as a source for 
our re-presentations of  the sensory experience. GPS data does not overtly offer itself as a 
medium for generating an experiential rendering of a journey, comprising as it does data in 
the most raw  of mathematical forms. Further, even the standard visual rendering of GPS 
data in software such as Googlemaps represents the view  from above the ground – whether 
as a conventional streetmap or as a more visually evocative satellite map.  de Certeau 
(1994) observes that ‘looking down on’ pedestrians in a city from above affords a ‘totalizing’ 
perspective and the scopic ‘pleasure of “seeing the whole”’ (de Certeau, 1994, p.92). He 
goes on

The panorama city is a "theoretical" (that is visual) 
simulacrum, in short a picture whose condition of 
possibility is an oblivion … of practices [however] …
the ordinary practitioner lives "down below”, below 
the thresholds at which visibility begins.” 
(de Certeau, 1994, p.93) 

The pedestrians are immersed in the ebb and flow  of  the environment (Lefebvre, 1994), their 
experience is more intimate, embodied, than that of the distant observer. It was this sense of 
immersion that we wanted to trigger.

http://www.theartofwalking.org/The_Art_of_Walking/Figure7.html
http://www.theartofwalking.org/The_Art_of_Walking/Figure7.html


Processing (GPS)

We experimented with ways of revealing the sense of  immersion in the environment through 
the use of the visual output obtained from the GPS data by changing  the default parameters 
for viewing the data given in Google maps.  Our aim was to set up a sense of  moving within, 
rather than across, the environment. We found that by manipulating the parameters in such 
a way that the angle of  view  lay very close to the ground7 we could generate a more haptic, 
visceral response to the re-presentation of the movement of  a person through an 
environment. 

 Fig. 8
To view movie click here

We found that the viscerality of  the experience was most evident in GPS data derived from 
fast-moving vehicles, and barely evident in data derived from the altogether more leisurely 2 
miles an hour of  walking. However, we consider that, although it might not have much value 
to recording slower sensewalks, with more experimentation these processing strategies may 
have the potential to offer an intimate first-person, visceral, sensation of  moving through an 
environment …. as if immersed in the world, rather than looking at it from a distance.8 

Textual

Again when using text as a means of recording the walk we were interested in using the 
verbal descriptions of  impressions of  the walks to invoke a sensory trace. In Long’s text 
works9, the sensory or visual texture of the walk is only occasionally invoked.  Rather he 
seems to favour observation of the basic features of the landscape 

Walking in a Moving World, 2001)

“Through Spring Bracken   Under a beech tree  Over a glacial boulder”
the temporality of the walk,”

http://www.theartofwalking.org/The_Art_of_Walking/Figure8.html
http://www.theartofwalking.org/The_Art_of_Walking/Figure8.html


or the bare facts of the duration and/or activities undertaken in the walk 

A Line of 33 Stones  A Walk of 33 days”, 1998

“A stone placed on the road each day along a walk of 1030 miles over 33 days”

Entropy Stones, 2004

“Stones from a cairn in Dartmoor, dispersed around the edge of the moor, along a walk 
of eight days”

This pragmatic form of description distances the viewer of  the text work from any sensory 
experience that Long might have gleaned from his activity in the environment.  Only rarely 
does he invoke a sense of the environment through the use of adjectives or adverbs. For 
example in Heaven and Earth he invokes a sense of the light in the environment 

Heaven &Earth (2001)

“glittering water”, “glittering obsidian”

Occasionally he invokes the sound of the environment

A Walk in a Green Forest, 1977

“The daytime racket of forest life ... Rain hammering on the tent”

Dartmoor Time, 1995

“The split second chirrup of the skylark”

Recording Text 

We recorded our bare impressions in words in two contexts - in situ and retrospectively. Like 
Long we recorded our observations, noting objects, environmental factors, perhaps 
sensations, using whatever language was needed to fulfil our individual focus within the 
walk. . 

Processing (Text)

These relatively pragmatic texts, which at one level were intended to be mnemonics for the 
walker when attempting to recall the experience, were later subjected to a poetic reworking. 
The aim here was to emphasise the sensory aspects of  the experience, the affective 
textures that were recalled when reading the first textual responses. 

For example, the poetic response to the textual record: “Tarmac and Cherry Blossom Petals”  
was as follows



Fig. 9
To view movie click here

This poetic text accommodates the facts of  the walk, but transposes them by evoking the 
haptic/kinaesthetic experience as well as the factual progression of  the environment noted 
by the walker as they moved through the environment. 

The results of this experiment indicated that, in writing or even speaking, immediate recall is 
not necessarily the most ‘authentic’ version of the sensory experience. Rather words might 
simply record the ‘facts’ of the event that gave rise to sensation and/or emotional 
resonances. Indeed, part of  the function of  poetic writing is draw  out for contemplation  
sensate/personal/emotional responses to an experience, which gives access to a sense of 
the walk, rather than simply a record of the act of the walk.  

Recording Audio

The act of  making a sound recording is itself a way of redirecting one’s usual aural attention 
when walking, and as such constitutes a form of  processing. Even if  the recording is not 
monitored on headphones (as in binaural recording) one is more attentive to factors such as 
possible technical problems, sudden level changes, recording time left, and possible noise 
caused by wind for instance. Further, when the recording process is monitored live through 
headphones during the walk, a different perspective is created – our listening is mediated by 
the microphone(s) rather than our ears directly and can have a powerful effect as we try to 
match our unmodified seeing with our altered hearing.

In addition to this, the different types of  microphones outlined earlier each give a specific 
aspect to the sound recorded when played back. They can generally be divided into those 
which aim to give us an overall sense of  the sound around us (binaural, ambisonic) and 
those which are more selective (directional mic types such as shotgun, different microphone 

http://www.theartofwalking.org/The_Art_of_Walking/Figure9.html
http://www.theartofwalking.org/The_Art_of_Walking/Figure9.html
http://www.theartofwalking.org/The_Art_of_Walking/Figure9.html
http://www.theartofwalking.org/The_Art_of_Walking/Figure9.html


placements etc.). Binaural microphones are usually placed in the ear itself. They aim to give 
a greater sense of spatiality when recordings are replayed on headphones by utilising 
certain external physiological aspects of our hearing (the way that sounds hit the face and is 
directed to the ears, for instance, as well as the shape and role of  the external ear itself in 
colouring sound). Ambisonic and other surround microphones acknowledge that we are 
literally surrounded by sound in the world by recording multiple channels of sound from 
different directions. Even in more usual stereo recording the choice of  microphone pickup 
pattern used (from omni to highly directional shotgun types) and placement of the 
microphone (floor, ear height or above) can have a substantial effect on the nature of the 
recorded material.

    Sound Example 1

Three different perspectives on a short section of the same walk from 
a) foot level b) waist height and c) ear level

Processing (Audio) 

Although it might seem that the more immersive types of recording would be more likely to 
provoke a sensate experience (binaural recording has been much used by sound artists, 
such as Janet Cardiff 10, particularly effectively in this way) the more focussed types also 
have a role to play as they may single out a particular sound for our attention (rather in the 
way we might ourselves focus on particular sounds when walking). Different types of 
microphones used when recording allow  us to give an overall focus to different aspects of 
the sound recorded, however.

Sound Example 2

The three different perspectives from sound example 1 
superimposed to create a composite

 

Further, in post production the recorded sound can be processed to re-balance its 
constituent parts. Simple processing such as equalisation (EQ) can boost or cut certain 
frequency areas of  the sound (the low  rumble of traffic or the high frequencies of bird song 
for instance). It is also possible to modify ambisonic recordings to focus in on certain sounds 
and events according to spatial location, removing unwanted surrounding sounds. 

Each of  the individual sets of  imagery that emerged from the above processes has a validity 
in its own terms, the visual, the aural and the kinetic-visual imagery each initiating enhanced 
sensory responses from the viewer.  However, they are also available as layers that can be 
superimposed and interwoven to create a richer more multimodal sensory experience.  

http://www.theartofwalking.org/The_Art_of_Walking/SoundExample1.html
http://www.theartofwalking.org/The_Art_of_Walking/SoundExample1.html
http://www.theartofwalking.org/The_Art_of_Walking/SoundExample2.html
http://www.theartofwalking.org/The_Art_of_Walking/SoundExample2.html


Processing: Stage 2. 

The processing strategies used above generate materials that can be used in the more 
complex compositional systems that will underpin the interactive installation that will result 
from this research. These systems entail layering the various strands of  imagery (Visual, 
audio, and textual) in order to invoke the multimodal, interconnected nature of  our perceptual 
systems. Our perceptual systems are as active in a re-presented version of the perceptual 
experience of a walk as they are in the Sensewalk themselves (Gallese et al,1994 – 2009) .   

To this end, the next experiment we undertook in processing the raw  images gathered on 
walks, and those generated by pre-compositional processing, was to ascertain whether 
overlaying aural and visual records could generate are richer, more overtly haptic sensation.  
In this experiment we did not use material from one of  the Sensewalks, due to lack of  time to 
produce sufficient strands of  raw  imagery from a single walk. Instead we used material 
gleaned from a short Sensewalk undertaken as part of a recreational walk on the Great Wall 
of China. First we created a simple visual record of that part of  the walk for purposes of 
comparison. 

Fig. 10

To view click here 

In order to give an impression of the complexity of the perceptual content of this environment 
we then interwove a recording of  its aural environment, perspectives of the visual 
environment (both on and outside the wall) within which these records were made, and the 
distant views from that point of the wall showing the surrounding area. The latter were 
included to place another facet of  the experience, the sense of  being in the centre of a vast 
environment. In this way we were able to reference both the affective and the spatio-
temporal nature of the experience of that particular walk. (see Fig. 11 overleaf) 

http://www.theartofwalking.org/The_Art_of_Walking/Figure10.html
http://www.theartofwalking.org/The_Art_of_Walking/Figure10.html


Fig. 11
Composite version (audio-visual): click here 

CONCLUSIONS (Part 1) 

Our aim in the artistic experimentation outlined above was to develop both non-verbal and 
textual means as a means of recovering access to the sensory immersion experienced 
during a Sensewalk. We found that our artistic intuitions were supported by the research 
being undertaken by neuroscientists and neurophysiologists into ‘non-conscious’ (embodied) 
means of understanding the world.   

The outcomes of  the experiments led to the following conclusions with respect to the artistic 
process. 

•The multimodal nature of perception must be acknowledged.

•Direction of attention is a powerful factor in perceptual experience. 

· The use of vision is not necessarily to be avoided in a Sensewalk, but rather visual 
perception reconfigured to draw  out the haptic features that Merleau Ponty (1962) 
argues are inherent within that sensory mode.

· De Certeau and Lefebvre’s considerations of the effects of observing from a distance or 
experiencing from within are central to the articulation of  the sensory elements of 
Sensewalking through non-verbal means

· The specificity of  different forms of aural recording can focus one’s perception of  the 
aural environment in a very particular ways. All imagery generates a partial impression, 
drawing attention to different facets of the environment. These are valuable to the artist 
in developing the variable sense of  the aural environment, generated by our shifting 
perceptions as our attention first focuses in on a detail of  the sonic environment (a voice, 
and insect, for example) and then expands to incorporate a broader aural landscape.

http://www.theartofwalking.org/The_Art_of_Walking/Figure11.html
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· Textual records of a walk that are couched using a poetic mode of expression can draw 
forth sensate/personal/emotional responses to an environment, ones that are rooted in 
the sensory, rather than narrative or personal-historical associations. 

· GPS outputs can serve to elicit a response analogous to the feeling of moving through 
an environment, the combination of visual and kinetic output moving the viewer closer to 
a somato-sensory experience of the environment, rather than a purely visual experience. 

Each of  the individual sets of  imagery that emerged from the processes described above 
has a perceptual role to play in its own right, each is also available as one of several 
perceptual layers that can be superimposed and interwoven to create a richer more 
multimodal sensory experience, for the processing strategies described above invite the 
engagement of embodied rather than reflective consciousness.

 Pragmatic issues

Various pragmatic issues arose during our experimentations that affected the decisions we 
made concerning the modes of recording and processing that we experimented with during 
our research. For example:

•Vision is conventionally seen as a ‘distant’, and thus ‘objective’, sense (Rodaway 
1994, Gibson 1966, de Certau 1994; Lefebvre 1994) and, further, implicitly considered 
to be neutral, an unmediated  record of what is ‘out there’. (It is notable that most of 
Long’s photographic works serve as a pictorial record of a place, and/or a 
landsculpture. This mode of re-presentation, whist entirely appropriate for Long’s walks,  
is at variance with the goals of  our form of Sensewalking.)  In order to challenge this we 
asked ourselves: can vision be experienced haptically11?

•We acknowledged the implications to the documenting of experience of  different 
representations of aural  experience generated by recordings made with the different 
kinds of microphones (binaural, ambisonic, microphones attached to the feet). Here we 
were addressing issues relating to the selectivity of perception. Aural perception is 
constantly filtering what we hear, focussing on particular aspects whilst placing others 
more in the background. Microphones do not have this flexibility and will record what 
we filter out in normal circumstances, persistent traffic noise for instance. The different 
types of microphones used when recording allow us to give an focus to different 
aspects of the sound that we can perceive. For instance, a greater sense of spatiality
(binaural) or of being surrounded by sound (Ambisonic). Additionally, we took 
advantage of the fact that the pickup pattern used (omni to highly directional) and 
placement of the microphone (floor, ear height or above) have a substantial effect on 
the nature of the recorded material.  

•We also addressed the implications of textual recordings of  Sensewalking 
experiences.   For example, the implications to the sensory immediacy of  a Sensewalk 
if one wrote down observations concerning that experience in situ (as the walk 
progresses).  An initial argument - that writing necessarily detracted substantially from 



the experience it purported to record - was held up to question. It became apparent that 
the prior experience of  the person using this form of recording affected the degree to 
which the act of writing in situ would distract the walker from the experience of the walk. 
Experience as a dance critic, for example, brings with it the ability to jot down 
observations whilst maintaining close attention to the detail of the activity being 
experienced, allowing that person to operate two apparently incompatible levels of 
consciousness simultaneously, those of reflective consciousness (conscious 
observations) and embodied consciousness (sensory experience).

We also considered the implications of accuracy of recall of the experience when writing 
observations down in retrospect (either immediately after the event or rewriting notes made 
at the time in a more considered fashion). We came to the conclusion that the partial recall 
which accompanies retrospective memories of an experience afford access to particularly 
‘significant’ moments (those that were remembered), rather than a stream of in-the-moment 
observations.  These echo the selectivity of perception, as they constitutes a selection from 
the flow  of the experience of  the walk. We also acknowledge that still more moments will be 
remembered after the initial moment of recording the walk. It is important that it these can be 
added to the original text to develop a fuller record of the experience of the Sensewalk. 

Further, reworking the text into a poetic form, or even using it as a visual medium to 
articulate the ideas and feelings that were initiated by the experience of  the walk, reveals 
something more than the bare responses to the event itself.

We identified the potential for the use of GPS data as a means of generating a haptic 
experience from visual outputs.

The overview  afforded by the standard view  of GPS data maintains a distanced perception 
of the event, for the view  is that from above. This encourages an analytic approach to (or in 
our case recall of) a sensory environment (Lefebvre, 1994/2004: p27). It does not address 
the feelings of moving through the environment, of  experiencing it at close quarters.  By 
changing the angle of view, velocity of ‘travel’, and so on in Googlemaps, the perceptual 
sensations that arise from immersion within the environment can be elicited, allow   one to 
feel ‘grasped by [its] rhythms’ (Lefebvre 1994, p.20)12. This is essential if residues of  the 
experience are to be accessed.  If  motion is essential to the hapticity of the perception of a 
Sensewalk, a sense of  experienced motion needs to be incorporated in any visual output 
from the GPS data. Our experimentation with modes of  visualising the GPS data addresses 
this, as does the use of processing of the photographic documentation. 



CONCLUSIONS (Part 2)

The conceptual and pragmatic issues raised by our attempts to record the experiential, as 
well as the thinking that went into the experimentation, have given us considerable pause for 
thought, which has impacted on the processes we developed during this period of  research. 
These, we feel, are potentially of relevance to social scientists who use Sensewalking as a 
research methodology. 

As artist-researchers, our starting point was to acknowledge that we could not re-present 
accurately even a single perceptual element of the experience – for the character of  an 
environment and the personal history of the perceiver, his or her position within the 
environment, and even the development of  his/her perceptual systems modulates 
perception. Further the precise quality, or mode of attention applied by a perceiver 
determines the detail and perspective on what is seen or heard. With this in mind, we began 
to experiment with a number of  ways of  recording experiences, and then of  transforming the 
raw  data and its mode of  presentation into something that could take a more poetic turn. In 
this way the sensory responses of the viewer might be enhanced, making use of  the artists’ 
memory of their experiences in the environment. 

Using multimodal means of capturing experiential traces, and a variety of strategies for 
processing the imagery that resulted, we found ourselves able to approach the process of 
generating a range of sonic, aural and kinetic images that could be resonant with the 
experiences themselves. This is not unachievable, for neuroscientists have shown that sonic 
and visual imagery has the capacity to initiate physiological responses consistent with the 
experience (Gallese and Freedberg, 2007). We emphasised this possibility by applying 
poetic processes (artistic processing techniques) that went some way towards evoking the 
textures of the aesthetic, sensual and emotional qualities inherent on our Sensewalk 
experiences. 

Whilst it is a given that no one person will either perceive or experience an event or 
environment in the same way, when attempting to generate traces of experience13 we tend 
to operate on the basis that, at the most fundamental of  levels, we share basic physiological 
features as human beings. It does not follow, of course, that we all experience events in the 
same way, for the physiology of  each human being differs in its detail, in part through nature 
and in part through socio-cultural experiences. Nevertheless, neurophysiologists agree that 
our behavioural experience is at some level shared by the individuals within a species14. 

Our artistic research is still in process. However, we feel that these considerations of our 
experiments, the conceptual and practical issues they raised, and the experiments 
themselves, might be reflected upon by social scientists when considering decision which 
mode/s of recording and displaying data are relevant to their Sensewalk projects.
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Notes

1 In this they are echoing the processes that give rise to specific perceptions, which are themselves selections 
from the entire perceptual field.

2 For a  full list of publications see http://www.unipr.it/arpa/mirror/english/staff/gallese.htm

3 This score was also used as a ‘seed’ for action in a second project in which we are involved, Society of 

Molecules, which is part of Technologies of Lived Abstraction a project directed by Erin Manning and Brian 
Massumi  through Concordia University in Montreal.

4 The research is, as yet, incomplete, there being other perceptual channels to explore. 
5 Here again there is a resonance with, but not copying of, Long’s artistic strategies. 

6 Details on this software can be found on http://www.troikatronix.com/isadora.html

7  The angle of  view can be changed from a 90 degree to a 15 angle from the surface of  the ground, giving a 
more immersive sense of inhabiting the environment.

8  A Point-of-View video recording, focused appropriately, that is according to the mode of visual attention 
chosen for the experiment could have a similar effect, perhaps. However, it is difficult to achieve the 
perspective of what one might call the kinaesthetic ‘eye’ of the walker through a video camera

9  The term he gives to the record of the walks he undertook. 

10 For instance see the sound examples which accompany ʻJanet Cardiff-The Walk Bookʼ 

11  In Gibson’s work the haptic sensory  system extends beyond touch, to  include  the proprioceptive sense. 
Merleau Ponty, too, considered that vision is a form of touch, and thus haptic (1964). 

12 For Lefebvre rhythm constitutes the human being. Here he  takes the physiological rhythms of  the body  as a 
central factor of  our sense of  being in the world. “The body  produces a garland of  rhythms…that results from all 
its  history…it is eu-rhythmic body, composed of  diverse rhythms – each organ, each function, having its own - 
…in meta-stable rhythm….But the surroundings of  bodies, be they  nature or a social setting, are also…
garlands of  rhythms, which it us necessary  to learn in order to grasp the natural” (1994, p.20). That  is, it is the 
interweaving   of  the rhythms of  our own bodies  and the environment that  enable us to understand the 
environments in which we move, 

13  As noted, the intention is not, indeed cannot be, to re-present the experience in all its complexity.

14  Neuroscientist Vittorio  Gallese and his colleagues (see endnote 1), for example, note that we have a mirror 
neuron system that  is activated both when an action  is made and when an action by  another of  our species is 
perceived. This, they  argue is the source of  our empathetic responses to each other. This is of  relevance to 
artists developing sensory installations. 
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